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Abstract: Innovative e-commerce initiatives present a new way of doing
business. Since short time to market is a major requirement in e-commerce, and
typically multiple parties (enterprises) are involved, multiple stakeholders have
to be convinced quickly that the new way of doing business is technically
feasible and economically profitable for them. Consequently, a lightweight
approach is required for defining, deriving and analysing multi-enterprise
relationships, business cases and requirements. The e3-value framework is a
multi-viewpoint requirements engineering method that offers such an approach.
It is based on analysing e-commerce initiatives through three stakeholder-based
viewpoints. To ensure that these viewpoints keep correlated, to facilitate
traceability of requirement decisions, and to support trade-off analysis between
requirements we present Feature–Solution (FS) graphs as an extension to the
e3-value framework. An FS-graph captures architectural knowledge in the form
of desired features and solutions that realize these features. By combining the
two methods, we ensure viewpoint integration, which makes it possible to
conduct a systematic exploration of design alternatives in an e-commerce
initiative. A business value driven information systems architecture for
implementing an e-commerce system is generated as a by-product of our
method.
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1 Introduction
Over the past few years, a vast amount of e-commerce ideas have been considered.
During 1998–1999, the e-commerce hype reached its top. Recently, it became clear that
many e-commerce ideas are not successful [1]. Many enterprises doing e-commerce have
not been able to create profit with their e-commerce ideas. Some of these companies who
relied entirely on future e-commerce profits have gone bankrupt.
An important reason for the failure of e-commerce ideas is the lack of a technical
feasible and economically sound value proposition to customers. One explanation for the
absence of such a proposition is that stakeholders did not understand the idea very well,
and consequently were not able to assess the idea for economical and technological
feasibility sufficiently. This lack of understanding was largely caused by the newness of
the innovative ideas.
Despite the many failures of e-commerce initiatives, we still believe that many
potential successful e-commerce ideas exist, which utilize enabling internet related
technical innovations in a profitable way. In addition to new meaningful uses of
technology in general, this is also motivated by many industries which are forced to find
new value propositions. For instance, the digital content industry is facing challenges
with respect to new value propositions utilizing internet technology, e.g. how to earn
money by streaming music to an end-consumer’s device. Consequently, what first is
needed is to understand such ideas well, and to assess feasibility.
Additionally, we experienced in the e-commerce tracks we have carried out
(in the realm of news provisioning, internet service provisioning, music industry,
insurance, and energy [2]), that such tracks are characterized by a wide range of
stakeholders (e.g. business and technical responsibles) representing different companies.
Business oriented people are concerned with the new, technology enabled, value
proposition. Additionally, since business processes need often to be created or changed,
stakeholders responsible for intra- and inter-organizational business processes are
involved. Also, because e-commerce ideas are so heavily dependent on information
technology, information technologists are important stakeholders too during the
assessment of the e-commerce idea. Many e-commerce ideas would simply never have
been thought of, without an in-depth understanding of their enabling information
technology. In conclusion, what is needed is a methodology to explore an e-commerce
idea, not only from the economical perspective, but also from the business process and
information technology perspective. This makes e-commerce idea exploration and
assessment a truly trans-disciplinary activity.
To our knowledge, a trans-disciplinary methodology for e-commerce idea exploration
does not yet exist. On the one hand, business oriented approaches such as value chain
theory [3] or value web theory [4], but also pure economical approaches which stem from
investment theory [5] neglect the importance of information technology. Moreover, these
approaches do not have a clear explorative design perspective. We advocate that finding
and detailing an e-commerce idea is mainly a design task and therefore should be treated
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in this way. On the other hand, information technology approaches (especially in the field
of requirements engineering and conceptual modelling) lack the notion of economic value
and how this is created, exchanged and consumed in a multi-actor network. For instance,
the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [6] focuses mainly on technical aspects of an
e-commerce idea, and at best at business processes needed. Goal-oriented requirements
engineering techniques [7] focus on why an information system is needed, but do not
emphasize on the value proposition perspective. In sum, what is needed is an approach
with a focus on business value and technological perspectives, and which can be used as
a way of working to design innovative, technology intensive e-commerce ideas.
To do so, we have proposed the e3-value methodology [8,9]. This methodology
conceptualizes and formalizes an e-commerce idea so that all stakeholders have a
common understanding of the idea, and such that the idea can be analyzed and evaluated,
e.g. for potential profitability. In fact, we utilize a conceptual model-based way of
working, known from the realm of requirements engineering and conceptual modelling,
and we use terminology from economics, marketing and axiology [10]. Additionally, the
methodology is lightweight, because e-commerce exploration tracks need to be carried
out in a limited timeframe (typically a few weeks or a month).
The e3-value methodology uses multiple viewpoints (borrowed from the realm of
requirements engineering, see e.g. [11]), to represent interests of various stakeholders.
We separate different foci of stakeholders in different, relatively self-contained
viewpoints, so that each stakeholder group can decide on its own on requirement
expressions. Seperation of these foci is important because otherwise discussions between
stakeholders are confusing and not efficient.
A drawback of using such self-contained viewpoints is that expressions on different
viewpoints about the same phenomena tend to diverge. Consequently, we need a
mechanism to relate and integrate expressions on different viewpoints in a lightweight
fashion, to ensure that all stakeholders are discussing the same idea. At present, the
e3-value framework does not provide a means to relate and integrate viewpoints. To this
end, we propose to combine the e3-value framework with feature–solution (FS) graphs to
fill in this void. An FS-graph establishes relations between features (e.g. requirements)
and solutions that realize these features [12,13]. They can be used to define a design
space not only within a viewpoint, but also across viewpoints. In addition, viewpoint
integration can also be used to trace design decisions and to explore design alternatives.
The contributions of this paper are twofold:
x

It presents a way to perform a thorough but fast exploration of e-commerce
initiatives by combining two methods: the e3-value framework that offers the
necessary lightweight, multi-viewpoint approach, and FS-graphs that ensure
systematic relating requirements to solutions, on business level as well as technical
level. In this way, viewpoints are integrated and their effects on each other can be
analysed.

x

The proposed method introduces as a by-product a business-value driven information
systems architecture for implementing the e-commerce initiative, if found feasible.
The early exploration of supporting information systems is important for
e-commerce tracks because information systems are a critical success factor in
e-commerce.
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In sum, the focus on this paper is how to deal with the wide range of stakeholders
involved during the exploration of an e-commerce idea.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We start with a short description
of the project we consider in Section 2. The project concerns provisioning online news.
In Section 3 we present the background for our method. Section 4 discusses the method
using the online news project as an example. In Section 5 we discuss related work, and
finally in Section 6 we draw conclusions and discuss future work.

2 ProMect: Online news
We exemplify our method by a project we carried out in the realm of provisioning of a
value-added news service, which is discussed in [8]. A regular newspaper called (say) the
Amsterdam Times wants to offer subscribers the service to read articles online using the
internet, but with making hardly any costs. Therefore, the business idea is to finance this
by the telephone connection revenues, which are paid by the reader who has to set up a
telephone connection for internet connectivity. Multiple parties are involved in this
e-commerce initiative. For brevity, we will discuss only two of them: the Amsterdam
Times (newspaper) and the Last Mile (the local operator exploiting the last mile of copper
wire between a subscriber’s home and a telephone switch). The examples in the
following sections are mostly related to the Amsterdam Times, unless otherwise
mentioned, since it is the major party involved in this e-commerce initiative. The
business idea can be achieved by two different value models: the terminating model and
the originating model. In the terminating model, the reader pays the local operator a fee
for a telephone connection. This fee is used to pay other parties; the local operator sets
the price. In the originating model, the reader pays the newspaper directly, who pays
other parties;the newspaper sets the price. An analysis of strategic pros and cons of both
models for the various parties involved is given in [8].

3 Background for our method
Our method rests on two pillars: the e3-value framework and the FS-graph. We first
present them separately, and in the next section we explain how both methods are
combined.

3.1 The e3-value framework
Earlier work [8,9] presented the e3-value framework, which is a lightweight approach
for defining, deriving and analysing multi-enterprise relationships, business cases
and requirements. The framework presents three stakeholder based viewpoints for
e-commerce:
1

the business value viewpoint focuses on the (new) way of economic value creation,
distribution and consumption in a multi-actor network

2

the business process viewpoint focuses on a way to put the value viewpoint into
operation in terms of business processes
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the information system viewpoint focuses on the information systems that enable and
support e-commerce processes

The term viewpoint refers to a mechanism for dealing with multi-perspective problems.
For a formal definition of this term, see the IEEE standard 1471-2000. The multiperspective attitude is required since e-commerce tracks typically involve a wide range of
stakeholders, from top management (e.g., CEO, CFO, and CIO) to IT personnel. The
latter are important to bring in knowledge on application of new technological
possibilities. By using a multi-viewpoint approach, we separate concerns of stakeholders
to clarify discussions. As its name suggests, the business value viewpoint is of main
interest for the top management stakeholders. It enables setting up a prediction of
revenues and expenses, based on exchanges of valuable goods and services between
multiple actors. The business process viewpoint focuses on operational fulfilment of
business processes that enable the solutions for the requirements set on the business value
viewpoint. The information system viewpoint is typically a concern of an IT department,
but is crucial for our method since information systems are a critical success factor in
e-commerce, and because information systems may require major investments and
operational expenses. We will further use the term “three viewpoints”, referring to the
business value viewpoint, the business process viewpoint and the information system
viewpoint.

3.2 The Feature–Solution graph
The Feature–Solution (FS) graph presented in [12,13] captures evolving knowledge about
quality requirements and solution fragments, and is used to guide an iterative architecture
development process. The FS-graph was introduced within the information system
viewpoint, to connect quality requirements with solution fragments. The structure of this
FS-graph resembles that of a goal hierarchy in goal-oriented requirements engineering
(see for instance [14]). The FS-graph consists of a feature space and a solution space, and
relations between elements of one space with elements of the other space. In this paper,
the FS-graph is applied to all three viewpoints recognized in the e3-value framework and
it is applied across viewpoints as well to support convergence of viewpoints. We define
the feature space and the solution space in the context of this work as follows:
x

The feature space describes desired properties of an architectural viewpoint, as
expressed by the stakeholders involved in this viewpoint.

x

The solution space contains the internal decomposition of solutions for the
requirements set by the stakeholders. In addition, the solution space may also contain
general applicable solutions (e.g., business and architectural patterns).

Features as well as solutions can be decomposed in AND–(EX)OR decomposition trees.
An AND decomposition of a node means that all its constituents must be available; an
OR requires an arbitrary (0 or more) number of constituents; an EXOR requires precisely
one constituent. Two types of relationships between elements of the feature space and
elements of the solution space were presented in [12,13]:
1

A feature in the feature space can select a solution in the solution space, meaning
that the selected solution is required (necessary) in order to meet the selecting
requirement. We will further call this type of relationship a required selection.
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A feature in the feature space can explicitly rule out a particular solution, meaning
that if the selected solution is indeed implemented, the selecting requirement cannot
be met. We will further call this type of relationship a forbidden selection.

The required and forbidden selection relations establish rather strong relations between
features and solutions: if situation X is encountered, then (do not) apply solution Y.
In many situations, the relationships between features and solutions are not that clearcut.
In this study, we add two new relationships to the FS-graph to establish weaker relations:
1

A solution in the solution space has a positive influence on meeting the selecting
requirement in the feature space, but is not absolutely necessary in order to meet the
requirement. We will further call this type of relationship a positive selection.

2

A solution in the solution space has a negative influence on meeting the selecting
requirement in the feature space, but the requirement can still be met if this solution
is implemented. We will further call this type of relationship a negative selection.

In order to make the reader familiar with the FS-graph terminology, Figure 1 presents a
simple FS-graph. We use the following conventions in the graph:
x

the various types of relationships between elements of the feature space and elements
of the solution space are represented by different line styles, as shown in the figure

x

a decomposition of a node is always of the type OR, unless otherwise mentioned
with the labels AND or EXOR

Figure 1 A partial FS-graph modeling the business value viewpoint
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4 The method: business cases assessment
In this section we present our method, and demonstrate how to use it on a real-life project
from the telecom sector, where the e3-value framework was implemented successfully.
Our method combines the e3-value framework with FS-graphs; we define a feature space
and a solution space and therefore an FS-graph for each viewpoint recognized in the
e3-value framework. We then interrelate the three FS-graphs, again using FS-graphs. The
idea of combining both methods is presented in Figure 2. The term business case is
central in this paper. A business case is defined as a subset of the three viewpoints
FS-graphs, and it always includes both feature and solution fragments. Business cases
therefore refer to possible ways to carry out a business idea (solutions), as well as to their
justifications (requirements).
Figure 2 Outline of combining the e3-value framework with FS-graphs. (a) The e3-value
framework. (b) The FS-graph. (c) The combination of the methods
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As presented in [12,13], the FS-graph encapsulates knowledge about trade-offs between
conflicting requirements. Generally speaking, conflicts arise from multiple viewpoints
and concerns [15]. We use the knowledge that the FS-graph encapsulates to identify
conflicts in stakeholders’ concerns and analyse business cases. We spot the implications
of conflicting demands, possibly adapt business cases and eventually choose the preferred
business case to carry out the business idea. Given the e3-value framework and
FS-graphs, we propose a method that consists of five steps to analyse business cases.
These steps are listed in a logical order, but sometimes iterations may be required.
1

defining three sets of feature and solution spaces, one per viewpoint

2

relating features and solutions within every viewpoint

3

interrelating features and solution between viewpoints

4

defining business cases through all viewpoints

Evaluating business cases using the e3-value framework.

4.1 Step one: defining three sets of feature and solution spaces,
one per viewpoint
4.1.1 Methodology
Step one includes defining requirements and solutions per viewpoint. Identifying,
formulating and validating requirements is the traditional process of requirements
engineering. The requirements are stated in the feature space of an FS-graph. Solutions
are concrete measures to be taken and they are represented in an FS-graph’s solution
space. The feature space and the solution space can be split with AND–(EX)OR
relationships into domains, which group logically related requirements and solutions.
Examples of domains include financial, personnel, and operations.

4.1.2 Project example
The feature and solution spaces are split into requirement and solution domains.
The domains, the requirements and the solutions apply for both the Amsterdam Times and
the Last Mile. However, not both of these parties would set all of the requirements, and
some requirements require different solutions when applied by various parties. We will
later use the feature space domains of the business value viewpoint as criteria for defining
business cases. These domains are therefore of prime importance in the whole process.
Some important requirements and solutions are listed in Table 1. A more comprehensive
view of the business value domains can be found in Figure 1. Other feature and solution
spaces are discussed generally.
Note that one party can make decisions about certain solutions that are invisible for
the other party. For example, whether one party hires more personnel to carry out a task,
or outsources this task, has no influence on the second party, unless the second party is
involved in the process.
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Table 1 Important requirements and solutions on all three viewpoints
Business value viewpoint feature space
Financial
Examples for requirements are ‘low investment’ (quantifiable) and ‘generate
as much phone traffic as possible’.
Position in the The two main types of entities with which a company interacts are the clients
market
and other companies. We therefore split this domain into two sub domains:
‘position regarding the client’ and ‘dependence on other companies’. The latter
includes the requirement that the Amsterdam Times should minimize
dependence on other entities.
Time-toTime-to-market refers to the period of time between the beginning of
market
designing the product or service, until the product or service is available for
the customer. The underlying requirement is ‘the service must be operational
within three months’.
Business value viewpoint solution space
Customers
Serve as many customers as possible (quantifiable); assure clients’ demands
are met.
Operations
Use the originating business model; use the terminating business model; the
Amsterdam Times should outsource whole IT-aspect; hire substantial new
personnel; use only existing personnel (plus at the most three new employees).
Business process viewpoint feature space
Resources
Minimal number of persons required to carry out processes; clients can read
articles at any time (24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year).
Business process viewpoint solution space
Personnel
Hire more than three new IT-specialists.
Operations
Link offline and online activities.
Information system viewpoint feature space
Quality of
The newspaper’s offline activities create input for the online activities as well;
service
serving a high number of customers simultaneously (quantifiable).
Information system viewpoint solution space
Architecture
Use a three-tier architecture; client access to layers is concurrent.
Performance
Server farm with load balancing.
Security
Firewall, encryption, authentication server and out-sourcing the payment
handling (e.g., to www.ibill.com).

4.2 Step two: relating features and solutions within every viewpoint
4.2.1 Methodology
In step two we link requirements to solutions on every viewpoint of the three FS-graphs.
This process requires expert knowledge on the three viewpoints: representatives of the
business have the knowledge to link business value and business process requirements to
solutions; information systems experts have the knowledge required to link requirements
to solutions on the information system viewpoint. This process has to be performed for
every involved party.

4.2.2 Project example
The business value requirement ‘generate as much phone traffic as possible’ has a
positive selection on the following solutions: ‘serve as many customers as possible’ or
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‘assure client demands are met’. The business process requirement that clients can read
articles at any time has a positive selection on ‘link offline and online solutions’.
The performance-related information system requirement of serving a high number of
customers simultaneously has a positive selection on the solution to integrate the BL and
DM layers of the three-tier architecture [16] into one layer. The same requirement also
selects other solutions, including the use of a server farm.

4.3 Step three: interrelating features and solutions between viewpoints
4.3.1 Methodology
In this step we introduce a new dimension, unique for the combination of the e3-value
framework and the FS-graph: viewpoints integration through interrelating viewpoints.
In step two we linked the requirements of every viewpoint to solutions on the same
viewpoint. Now we identify the implications of business value viewpoint solutions on
requirements on both underlying viewpoints (business process and information system
viewpoints). We also identify the implications of business process solutions on the
underlying information system viewpoint. By doing this we express and enact
relationships between viewpoints, and resolve conflicts when necessary. This
inter-viewpoint communication is a key factor in achieving integration [17]. The same
relationships that are used to link requirements and solutions within one viewpoint are
used to link solutions of one viewpoint to requirements of underlying viewpoints: the
required selection, the forbidden selection, the positive selection and the negative
selection. Note that in this case solutions select requirements, instead of the other way
around. This is because a solution identified at a particular viewpoint (abstraction level)
may act as a requirement for subordinate viewpoints. Step three ensures that business
principles guide the operational and technical aspects of a feasibility study. The product
of this step is knowledge that enables analysing feasibility of business cases and
generating a business value driven architecture for information systems that corresponds
with a desired business case.

4.3.2 Project example
Examples of interrelating viewpoints are given in Table 2.
Table 2 Examples of interrelating viewpoints
Solution
Business value: serve as many
customers as possible
Business value: assure clients’
demands are met
Business process: link offline
and online activities

Selection type
Positive selection
Required selection
Positive selection

Requirement
Business process: clients can read
articles at any time
Information system: serving a high
number of customers simultaneously
Information system: the newspaper’s
offline activities create input for the
online activities
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We also investigated the impact of a viewpoint on upper viewpoints, instead of
underlying viewpoints, but no significant implications and relationships were identified
for the project at hand.

4.4 Step four: defining business cases through all viewpoints
4.4.1 Methodology
In step four we define business cases. A business case is a subset of the FS-graphs
corresponding with each viewpoint. As such, it refers to a possible way to carry out a
business idea. This is where the value of interrelating viewpoint becomes visible. We
define business cases and use the FS-graph to choose requirements and solutions,
meanwhile identifying and handling conflicts. This step can be divided into two substeps:
defining business cases on the business value viewpoint, and then working them out in all
viewpoints.
4.4.1.1 Substep 1: defining business cases on the business value viewpoint
Our starting point is the product of steps one, two and three, which can be understood
through Figure 2; the architectural space has been divided into chunks, which are
interlinked. Business managers of the enterprises involved have to define business cases
for their enterprises. Possible conflicts must be identified and handled throughout this
process, and business cases of multiple enterprises must then be combined. Business
cases are defined by prioritising the feature space (requirements) of the business value
viewpoint, since business cases are driven by what the business wants to achieve. This
process ends with multiple sets of requirements and requirement-domains of high
priority. Each set forms the start of a business case. It implies choosing certain
requirements on the business value viewpoint, which in their turn select certain solutions
on the same viewpoint. This process may introduce conflicts, situations in which two or
more requirements have contradicting relationships with the same solution. We handle
conflicts based on their type:
x

A major conflict involves a required selection and a forbidden selection.
This business case is not feasible, and is either discarded or returned to the business
for redefinition.

x

A minor conflict involves a positive selection and a negative selection. This business
case is feasible, but requires compromises. It is therefore returned to the business for
redefinition.

x

In conflicts where a required selection or a forbidden selection is involved, but not
both of them, we analyse its impact, and classify it as a major one or as a minor one.

This way of handling conflicts is mentioned in [15]: conflicts are identified at the
requirements level and characterized as differences at goal level; such differences are
resolved (by business representatives) and then down propagated to the requirements
level. This process is repeated iteratively, until no more business cases are returned to the
business. At this point, we have identified for each enterprise a set of business cases that
are feasible from the enterprise’s point of view. We proceed with combining business
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cases of multiple enterprises. For every combination we identify conflicts as done earlier,
and determine whether a combination is feasible or not. In this way, we can quickly
discard infeasible business cases and only elaborate the promising ones. This enables a
fast exploration, a necessity in exploring e-commerce initiatives.
4.4.1.2 Substep 2: working business cases out through all three viewpoints
After having created a set of business cases on the business value viewpoint, we now use
intra- and inter-viewpoint links to identify the requirements and the solutions that every
business case implies on the two remaining viewpoints of the e3-value framework.
The business cases we defined in the business value viewpoint serve as a starting point
for this process. This process is repeated for every business case, which has not yet been
declared as not feasible. The product of this activity is a set of information system
viewpoint requirements and solutions that fit into the various business cases. This set
does not necessarily include all requirements and solutions to devise an information
system architecture. Additional requirements and solutions are added to a business case
as follows. Firstly, define information system viewpoint scenarios. This can be done in
the same way business cases were defined in substep 1. Secondly, compare these
scenarios with the sets of information system requirements that fit into the various
business cases. Thirdly, decide which information system viewpoint scenario can be
combined with which business case. Finally, add such a scenario to the business case.
The solutions of an information system viewpoint scenario form fragments of an
information systems architecture. If conflicts rise throughout this process, they should be
handled as explained before. Step four forms the core of our method, and results in a set
of business cases, worked out through all three viewpoints. Important remarks regarding
this step are:
x

While working out a business case through the various viewpoints, we may find out
that although a business case was feasible on the business value viewpoint, it is not
feasible on an underlying viewpoint (due to major conflicts). Such a business case is
then being discarded.

x

We start the process at the business value viewpoint, and work it out all the way
down to the information system viewpoint, thereby ensuring that the choices made
on the information system viewpoint and on the business process viewpoint are
business value driven. The suggested information systems architecture, being a
product of this process, is consequently business value driven as well.

4.4.2 Project example
4.4.2.1 Substep 1: defining business cases on the business value viewpoint
Short time to market, a fundamental requirement in e-commerce activities, is included in
almost all business cases for the Amsterdam Times. Other criteria for business cases are:
hiring new staff or insisting on not doing so, outsourcing services, customer ownership,
maintaining little dependence on other parties in the market and the business model
(originating/terminating). We defined seven business cases for the Amsterdam Times,
with combinations of above domains and requirements, and two more for the Last Mile.
Checking feasibility of the business cases yielded two interesting observations:
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1

A short time to market and little dependence on other parties in the market cannot be
achieved together.

2

The Amsterdam Times cannot assure a high level of customer ownership and yet be
flexible on the business model, enabling not only the originating model but also the
terminating one. This conflict rises since the terminating model means that other
entities have contact with the customer, and not only the Amsterdam Times.

The domains and requirements relevant for business cases for the Last Mile are: business
model (originating or terminating), customer ownership, and generating as many phone
ticks as possible. These yield two business cases for the Last Mile: one that requires the
terminating model, and one that enables both business models. The first one ensures
customer ownership, the latter does not. Combining the scenarios of the Amsterdam
Times and the Last Mile revealed that quite a few combinations are not feasible. Our
feasibility control is sketched in Box 1.

Box 1 Combining business cases of the $PVWHUGDP7LPHV and the
/DVW0LOH.
At the beginning of this step we defined 14 combinations of business cases: seven business
cases of the Amsterdam Times, with two of the Last Mile. After identifying conflicts, we
divided the combinations to groups:
1
Five combinations of business cases were not feasible due to major conflicts;
we discarded them. The conflict was: when the Amsterdam Times requires customer
ownership, the originating business model must be applied, whereas the terminating
model is required to assure the Last Mile customer ownership.
2
two combinations introduced no conflicts at all.
3
Seven combinations introduced conflicts that required differing levels of compromises
and trade-offs.
One of the combinations in group two included a business case which was not desired but yet
defined for the sake of comparison, leaving us with one combination that introduced no
conflicts what so ever. Group three included three combinations with minor conflicts, of which
one was discarded since it matched the business strategy to a lesser degree, and four
combinations with more serious conflicts, which were discarded as well.

We ended this substep with three combinations of business cases, after having started
with 14. Eleven business cases will not even be considered on underlying viewpoints,
since they are not feasible on the business value viewpoint anyhow. This results in major
saving of time, making our method a lightweight one.
4.4.2.2 Substep 2: working business cases out through all three viewpoints
The three remaining business cases form the input for substep 2. On the business process
viewpoint it appeared that the Last Mile could choose any of the two scenarios, while this
remains invisible for the Amsterdam Times. The information system viewpoint is relevant
for the Amsterdam Times only, and not the Last Mile, which has a specific, limited
involvement in the initiative. We defined three scenarios for the Amsterdam Times on the
information system viewpoint: the first scenario requires normal performance and high
availability; the second scenario requires high performance and normal availability and
ensures no more than normal flexibility and low privacy; the third scenario is a
“minimum scenario”: all non-functional requirements are set to ‘normal’, and not to
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‘high’. This substep revealed that all three combinations of business cases introduce
conflicts on the information system viewpoint. Figure 3 presents such a conflict. In the
given conflict, it was decided not to choose for the specified information system
viewpoint solution, and to ensure high performance by other, stronger means. If conflicts
cannot be resolved, the business case is discarded. This was not the case in our project.
If all business cases are discarded, the e-commerce initiative is not feasible.
The information system solutions that are eventually chosen form fragments of an
information system architecture. Requirements and solutions on the information system
viewpoint are defined in levels, e.g., normal or high performance. By using the FS-graph,
we can analyse whether it is possible to change the levels. In our project, a business case
required normal performance, which implied two solutions: single server and medium
bandwidth. It was also possible to require a high performance level. This would require
two different solutions: a server farm and high bandwidth. Both requirements (normal or
high performance) fit into the business case. However, their financial implications
became clear only after having performed step five.
Figure 3 An example of a conflict on the information system viewpoint

4.5 Step five: evaluating business cases using the e3-value
framework – methodology
In steps one through four, business cases were defined, put into operation and translated
to fragments of a system level architecture. Those business cases that proved not to be
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feasible on any of the viewpoints were discarded, and trade-offs were made wherever
necessary. The business cases that ‘survived’ the four steps must now be tested for
economic feasibility. This is done using the e3-value framework, as explained in [8,9].
The financial implications of changing the degree of non-functional requirements become
obvious in this step: a server farm costs more than a single server. Since this step is an
implementation of the e3-value framework, and it presents no features related to combining
this method with the FS-graph, we do not present here the calculations of economic
feasibility for our project. The method and example calculations can be found in [8,9].

5 Related work
Empirical studies showed that poor understanding of the domain is a primary cause of
project failure [18]. A deeper understanding about a domain requires understanding the
interests, priorities and abilities of the various actors involved. We believe that by
interrelating the three viewpoints of the e3-value framework, the domain knowledge
which businessmen have is directly related to technical implementation issues and vice
versa. This way, systems are related to business, and business issues are translated to
implementation in terms of information systems. Understanding the reasons that underlie
established work patterns and practices is important when developing information
systems. In [19], the work patterns are considered from a business process point of view.
In contrast, we suggest focusing on the business value as the organizational environment
of information systems, since business value stands above business processes. A Design
Rationale (DR) [20,21] is a representation of the reasoning behind the design of an
artefact. It is concerned with methods and representations for capturing why designers
have made the decisions they have made. A well-known approach to representing design
rationale is Design Space Analysis, whose notation is called QOC (Questions, Options
and Criteria) notation [22]. Questions in QOC are key design issues, and Options are
possible answers to the Questions. The solution fragments of the FS-graph contain both
Questions and Options. Criteria in QOC are used to choose between Options. They
resemble the requirements as captured in the FS-graph. Options and Criteria in QOC are
linked by Arguments such as supports or objects to which resemble the links between the
requirements and solution part of the FS-graph. DR is most often used as a tool in the
design process, especially the user-interface design process, to augment design reasoning,
and to help in formulating and communicating arguments. It usually pertains to one
particular set of choices, not to a complete space of design options, as we try to capture in
the FS-graph. In [23], design spaces are used to map requirements to components.
The approach is geared towards the reuse of components within a domain, and does not
handle conflicts. In Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) [24,25], and variants
thereof, a family or product line is represented in a feature tree. Features can be
mandatory, alternative, or optional. A specific product is then composed by choosing a
set of alternative and optional features; these express the variabilities within the product
line. The feature tree may span the current set of products, or a design space of possible
products, or a mixture. The feature tree thus resembles the feature space of the FS-graph.
Usually though, features of a product line are units of functionality rather than quality
concerns. In [14], goal-oriented requirements engineering techniques are discussed that
complement and strengthen traditional requirements analysis techniques by offering a
means for capturing and evaluating alternative ways of meeting business goals. The goals
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presented in this work are functional goals. In our work, we concentrate on goals derived
from the business strategy. These are strategic goals, and not functional (operational)
ones. We then present a value-driven analysis instead of a goal-driven one: achieving the
business goals adds business value. The added value of one business within a value
constellation is the justification for the business’ existence. For that reason, we
concentrate on business value. In [14], goals are decomposed based on their type: those
that can be delineated clearly (goals), and those that cannot (soft goals). We suggest a
stakeholder-based distinction between requirements (or goals). The stakeholder centric
e3-value framework ensures that the needs of multiple stakeholders are addressed.
Kavakli et al., focus on the relationship between enterprise goals and information system
requirements [26]. They consider operational issues as part of Enterprise Modeling,
which is also concerned with the business goals. We separate these two issues into two
viewpoints: business value and business process. Different stakeholders may have
differing concerns in those two viewpoints. Like Kavakli et al., also we do not use
business cases (or scenarios, in their terms) only for goal identification, but also for
considering operational aspects.

6 Conclusions and future work
We have presented a method for a fast and thorough exploration of feasibility and
commercial viability of e-commerce initiatives. This method combines two earlier
presented methods. To this end, we have proposed first investigating multiple stakeholder
viewpoints, thereby supporting separation of concerns, and then integrating these
viewpoints. Our method recognizes the fact that exploring an e-commerce initiative
involves strategic business issues, operational business issues and technical issues, and
even more important, that these issues must remain related to each other. The method can
be used to define and investigate business cases. Economic viability is checked only after
a business case has proven to be value adding for all involved parties, and feasible, both
operationally and technically. This is already checked at an early stage, thereby avoiding
unnecessary work and enabling a fast process. We recognize two main areas of further
research, aimed at easing and improving the use of our method: automating processes and
visualizing information. Some parts of the method can be automated, thereby saving
valuable time during the exploration of initiatives. This includes identifying conflicts, i.e.,
when two or more requirements have contradicting relationships with the same solution.
Conflict handling is much harder to automate, and often requires human intervention. A
drawback of the three-viewpoints FS-graph is its size and complexity, which makes it
practically impossible to grasp the whole picture at a glance. We are currently
investigating abstraction mechanisms for hiding complexity in order to focus on those
parts of an FS-graph that require attention.
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